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Longtime members of the geffen famiLy, DonaLD marguLies 
and Daniel sullivan are a theatrical dream team, having collaborated here on such 
plays as the world premiere of Time Stands Still and Dinner with Friends among 
many others� so when they approached us about a new project, our curiosity was 
piqued, and we were in�

The Country House is a beautiful new play, rich with complicated family dynamics� 
this theatrical troupe of dramatis personae is always struggling for top billing� The 
Country House was commissioned by the manhattan theatre Club, which will 
produce the play in the fall of 2014� We have happily worked to great success with 
them on productions traveling in both directions, and are pleased to be part of the 
development of this new work�

Dan sullivan has once again brought together a renowned group of designers, 
including John Lee beatty (scenic Designer), rita ryack (Costume Designer), Peter 
Kaczorowski (Lighting Designer), Jon gottlieb (sound Designer) and Peter golub 
(Composer)� they have created the quintessential summer house in Williamstown, 
ma, complete with decades of memories�

it has been 16 years since Dan and Donald first worked at the geffen� Dan directed 
annette bening in henrik ibsen’s Hedda Gabler and in that same season, my friend, 
the late gil Cates helmed Donald’s Collected Stories. since then Dan has directed 
five geffen productions, and The Country House marks the sixth play by Donald we 
have produced, two of which we commissioned� in every case of working with these 
two incredible artists, we have always known that we and you, our patrons, are in the 
hands of phenomenal storytellers� We look forward to collaborating with them for 
many years to come, and it is our pleasure to welcome them home to the geffen�

artistic 
director’s 
comment
randall arney
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About this 
production
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in this poignant comedy, a family of actors gathers at its summer place, one year after the death of a cherished family 
member� Joining matriarch anna are her granddaughter susie, the child of her deceased daughter, Kathy; her son elliot; 
Kathy’s husband Walter, who has brought his new girlfriend nell; and close family friend michael� as anna prepares for a role 
at the nearby Williamstown theatre festival and elliot engages family members in a reading of his first play, secrets, conflicts 
and yearnings surface in unexpected ways� 

setting/time 
a century-old house in the berkshires, near Williamstown, massachusetts� summer� Present�

ACt One scene one: friday afternoon� scene two: Later that night�
ACt tWO scene three: an afternoon a few days later� scene four: Later that night�
Intermission
ACt three scene one: the following day� scene two: Later� Dusk�

perfOrmAnCe nOte this production includes the smoking of herbal cigarettes and strong language�

About this production

synopsis

DOnAlD mArgulies (Playwright) 
The Country House is mr� margulies’ sixth production at the geffen Playhouse, preceded by Coney Island Christmas, Time 
Stands Still, Shipwrecked! An Entertainment, Dinner with Friends and Collected Stories. his many other plays include Brooklyn 
Boy, Sight Unseen, The Loman Family Picnic, God of Vengeance, The Model Apartment, What’s Wrong with this Picture? 
and Found a Peanut. he has won a Lucille Lortel award, an american theatre Critics award, two Los angeles Drama Critics 
awards, two obie awards, two Dramatists guild hull-Warriner awards, one tony award nomination, six Drama Desk award 
nominations, two Pulitzer Prize nominations and one Pulitzer Prize� his works have been performed on and off broadway; at 
major theatres across the united states including south Coast repertory, manhattan theatre Club, Primary stages, actors 
theatre of Louisville, Long Wharf theatre, Williamstown theatre festival and Joseph Papp’s new york shakespeare festival; 
and in Paris, London, rome, madrid, tel aviv, stockholm, amsterdam, Copenhagen, sydney, berlin, Vienna, istanbul, mumbai 
and many other cities around the world� mr� margulies has received grants from the national endowment for the arts, the 
new york foundation for the arts, and the John simon guggenheim memorial foundation� he was honored by the american 
academy of arts and Letters with an award in Literature, by the national foundation for Jewish Culture with its Cultural 
achievement award, and was the recipient of the sidney Kingsley award for outstanding achievement in the theatre by a 
playwright� mr� margulies is an alumnus of new Dramatists and serves on the council of the Dramatists guild of america� he is 
an adjunct professor of english and theatre studies at yale university�

DAniel sulliVAn (Director) 
Daniel sullivan most recently directed The Snow Geese, Orphans and Glengarry Glen Ross on broadway� for the Public 
theater, sullivan directed A Comedy of Errors, As You Like It, All’s Well That Ends Well, The Merchant of Venice, Twelfth Night, 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Stuff Happens and The Merry Wives of Windsor. among his broadway credits are The Columnist, 
Good People, Time Stands Still, Accent on Youth, The Homecoming, Prelude to a Kiss, Rabbit Hole, After the Night and the Music, 
Julius Caesar, Brooklyn Boy, Sight Unseen, I’m Not Rappaport, Morning’s at Seven, Proof, the 2000 production of A Moon for 
the Misbegotten, Ah, Wilderness!, The Sisters Rosensweig, Conversations with my Father and The Heidi Chronicles. among his 
off-broadway credits are Charlayne Woodard’s The Night Watcher, The Way Things Are and Neat; Intimate Apparel; Far East; 
Spinning into Butter; Dinner with Friends; and The Substance of Fire. from 1981 to 1997, he served as artistic director of seattle 
repertory theatre� sullivan is the swanlund Professor of theatre at the university of illinois, urbana-Champaign�

artistic biographies
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themes & topics

a sense of family
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discussion 
point

When have you experienced a sense of family in a work, recreational, or other 
setting? how did the attitudes and behavior of group members create a sense 
of family?

source 
geffen Playhouse Program: 
Donald Margulies Discusses 
His New Play, His Process and 
What It Means to be a Part 
of a Theatre Family by amy 
Levinson

photo credit
Clipartbest�com – Clipart 
families – JobsPaPa

in The Country House, theatre is a family affair� anna is a highly regarded and 
accomplished actress� after failing at acting, her son elliot is trying his hand 
at playwriting� her son-in-law Walter, a stage director, has gone on to achieve 
success in film� family friend michael, now the famous star of a popular 
television series, has come to the Williamstown theatre festival to “return to 
his roots” as an actor� only susie has decided to buck the family business and 
is pursuing other interests while at college�

Just as this family is bound together by their passion for theatre so do theatre 
professionals who come together for months at a time to mount productions 
of plays often end up feeling like a family — in the best and worst sense� sharing 
the common purpose of creating and sustaining a successful performance 
can inspire camaraderie, much the way family members support each other’s 
achievements� if afflicted by personality conflicts or individuals’ insecurities, a 
theatre ensemble can be like a dysfunctional family, riddled with hostility and 
discord� often there is a mix of affection and tension� as The Country House 
playwright Donald margulies has remarked about the intensity of theatre, 
“there are feelings of love and animosity and passion and hurt toward those 
people with whom they spent a relatively short chapter of their lives — much 
like the nature of family�”
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source 
Williamstown theatre festival

photo credit
Courtesy of Williamstown 
theatre festival

Williamstown theatre festival was founded in 1954 by members of the 
Williamstown, ma community and director nikos Psacharopoulos, who 
sought to create a premier company and training program for future 
generations of american theatre artists and produce invigorated versions of 
classics and new plays� in the summer of 1955, a 26-member company was 
assembled from young new york professionals, yale actors and alumni, and 
local students� this first season was successful enough for the theatre to plan 
a second� under nikos’ leadership, Wtf’s repertory became increasingly 
ambitious with productions of shaw, miller, Williams and Chekhov� over the 
years, a growing family of accomplished actors evolved, including blythe 
Danner of The Country House, whose return year after year gave stability to 
the equity Company�

according to director robert bailey, who participated in the festival in 1985, 
an egalitarian spirit prevailed: “there was no division between well-known 
actors and apprentices� everyone worked on projects everywhere — from the 
back porches of houses to the main stage — and came away renewed�”

williamstown theatre festiVal
WILLIAMSTOWN THEATRE FESTIVAL



Playwright Donald margulies considers The Country House “a mash-up, a 
collage, an homage to the spirit of Chekhov” in a “contemporary american 
setting�” 

revered russian playwright and short story author anton Chekhov (1860-
1904) had a profound impact on Western literature� in his plays, he broke 
with the melodramatic theatre tradition of the times and explored what lay 
below the surface of his characters’ inner and everyday lives� he also evoked 
a “constellation of characters,” instead of tracing the arc of a single main 
character� so it goes in The Country House, which reveals, with much humor, 
how longing propelled by memory, and sadness from loss or diminished 
prospects collide inside and among family and friends�

in this work, margulies has also been inspired by archetypes, situations and 
themes from Chekhov’s classics The Seagull (1896), Uncle Vanya (1897) and 
The Cherry Orchard (1904)�  

the matriarch: in The Country House and The Seagull, self-absorbed, 
judgmental mothers, who have enjoyed much success in acting, have sons 
who seek to redeem their failures and secure their mothers’ love through 
artistic accomplishment� 

in the spirit of chekhoV

themes & topics
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ClAssiC (noun)  
an outstanding example of 
a particular style, something 
of lasting worth or with a 
timeless quality� 
Wikipedia�org

ArChetYpe (noun) 
in literary criticism, a 
primordial image, character, 
or pattern of circumstances 
that recurs throughout 
literature and thought 
consistently enough to 
be considered a universal 
concept or situation� 
britannica�com

sources 
geffen Playhouse Program: 
Donald Margulies Discusses 
His New Play, His Process and 
What It Means to be a Part 
of a Theatre Family by amy 
Levinson 

Anton Chekhov’s Selected 
Plays, W�W� norton & 
Company, 2005

photo credit
Public Domain: www�my-
chekhov�ru



the Disruptive power of Beauty: in Uncle Vanya and this play, an older man 
brings his much younger and stunning wife/fiancée home� in both works, two 
other men pursue the younger woman, and she is attracted to one of them, 
which unsettles the men’s friendship, and her� 

loss: a lead character in The Cherry Orchard has come home after traveling 
abroad, following the death of a her son; she and the rest of her household, 
which includes family, friends and servants, must contend with the loss of 
their beloved home, because of financial mismanagement and changing 
times� in The Country House, the characters are still grieving their beloved 
daughter, sister, mother, wife and friend Kathy�

Art vs. Commerce: in The Seagull, the son disparages his mother’s preference 
for popular theatrical fare after she criticizes his serious, original work� so, 
too, does elliot in The Country House castigate Walter for abandoning his 
artistry in order to make money directing a commercial franchise�

unrequited love: in The Country House, as with Chekhov’s works, characters 
pine for someone who cannot reciprocate because he or she longs for 
someone else� susie is attracted to michael, whom she has known since she 
was a little girl, and is frustrated when he continues to treat her as such� 
he, meanwhile, has set his sights on nell, who considers his advances when 
she is not fending off elliot, who fell for her when they were in a production 
together eleven years ago�

themes & topics
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discussion 
point

Do you prefer to experience the story of a main character who triumphs over 
obstacles and is transformed, or one that explores the inner lives of a group of 
characters within the context of everyday life? share an example of a favorite 
literary work, play or film, as you discuss your preference�

photo credit
Wikimedia Commons: 
siefkinDr: 2008: Cottage at 
melikhovo where Chekhov 
wrote The Seagull



to move audiences as they bring stories to life, actors need to remain 
open, playful, responsive and in touch with their feelings� to succeed in the 
business of acting, they must be tough and tenacious� getting an agent who 
will submit them for roles is extremely difficult� actors often take menial jobs 
with irregular hours that allow them the flexibility to audition and perform� 
because many more actors try out for roles than are cast in them, all have 
to handle constant rejection at some point in their careers� no matter how 
talented, actors often cannot land roles if they are not the right “type” in 
appearance, age, or ethnicity� 

margulies’ “off-stage comedy” captures the stresses and indignities of being 
an actor� as anna grows older, she equates losing her looks with losing her 
power� even nell, who is 35 years old, is alarmed�

NELL 
The youth worship in L.A. really gets to me. 
I’m constantly looking over my shoulder to see 
who’s the new “me” coming up behind me. And 
hating myself for not being 29 anymore. I was 
up for a pilot, a police procedural thing I 
didn’t even want; I had like three callbacks. 
I was in my car, on my way to my umpteenth 
audition of the day, and my agent called to 
tell me I lost the part - to a girl who looked 
like me five years ago, and I started crying, 
so hard, right there, behind the wheel, on the 
101, I almost rear-ended a Prius SUV…

how is it that hundreds of thousands struggle to become actors when all but 
a few can barely eke out a living? most were likely utterly transported when 
they first saw a group of fellow human beings enacting life on a stage or screen� 
offering that experience to others can become an all-consuming passion that 
helps them endure rejection and make unconventional life choices as they 
pursue their artistic dreams�

the actor’s life

themes & topics
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discussion 
point

some believe it is essential to “do what you love” to succeed in life� some argue 
you should be practical and concentrate on meeting your material needs� What 
are the “costs” of pursuing your dreams in an art form like theatre — and not?

source
tinyurl�com/Laboractors



how often have we asked someone close to us, “What’s wrong?” and 
upon hearing “nothing!” have known the opposite to be true? in artful 
playwriting, characters do not reveal what they are thinking and feeling 
directly� underneath the dialogue might lie “conflict, anger, competition, 
pride, showing off, or other implicit ideas and emotions�” Characters’ true 
motivations and feelings, as written by playwrights and interpreted by 
actors, are called “subtext�” 

in the following excerpt from The Country House, nell has come downstairs 
from the room she is sharing with Walter� michael is lying on the couch, 
where he has been sleeping each night� read the dialogue with a partner and 
discuss the motivations and feelings that might underlie what the characters 
are actually saying, given that they are drawn to each other� Choose roles 
then infuse the dialogue with your interpretation of the subtext as you read 
the scene aloud with your partner�

NELL
I didn’t mean to disturb you.

MICHAEL
You’re not disturbing me.

NELL
I wanted a glass of water.

MICHAEL
Isn’t there water upstairs?

NELL
I needed a glass.

MICHAEL
Ah. Help yourself. 

 As SHE goes to the kitchen:

MICHAEL
Could I have one, too? 

NELL 
A glass?  

MICHAEL
Of water.

subtext

themes & topics
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CheKhOV & 
stAnislAVsKY 
by rejecting the over-the-
top acting style of the late 
19th century and having 
actors depict human truths 
in believable ways, russian 
dramatist Constantin 
stanislavksy had an 
indelible impact on acting, 
and Chekhov’s plays� his 
troupe had the skills, which 
included interpreting and 
conveying subtext, to bring 
the playwright’s work to 
life� Likewise, performing 
Chekhov’s plays helped 
stanislavsky grow his 
methods, which, as they 
evolved into the practice of 
method acting, influenced 
generations of u�s� actors�

sourCes
en�wikipedia�org/wiki/subtext

tinyurl�com/stanmethod



What is your official title and 
how long have you worked at the 
Geffen Playhouse? 
i am the artistic manager, and i 
have worked at the geffen for 
seventeen years�

What are your primary 
responsibilities?
i act as the company manager� 
once the artistic team selects the 
plays and directors and the casting 
director chooses the actors, i make 
offers to the actors and directors 
via their agents� i spend a lot of 
time on the phone negotiating the 
contracts between the theater and 
the artists� these deals are based on 
agreements between Lort (League 
of resident theatres) and actors 
equity, the union for stage actors, 
and the directors’ union, sDC (stage 
Directors and Choreographers 
society), regarding salaries and 
working conditions� for those 
coming from out of town, i arrange 
their travel, housing, and car rentals 
and make sure they have everything 
they need while they are here�

How did you come to work at the 
Geffen Playhouse?
i first wanted to major in dance when 
i went to college, but at san Diego 
state dance was in the physical 
education department, so i got 

involved in theatre� after getting my 
degree in theater at Cal state Los 
angeles, i worked as an actress at 
the White oaks theater in Carmel 
Valley, Ca� i ended up san francisco, 
where i worked at the american 
Conservatory theater (a�C�t�) for 
eighteen years� after assisting 
various executives, i became 
company manager� i left when a new 
leader brought in her own people, 
and spent two years as company 
manager for the intiman theatre 
in seattle� i wasn’t happy living in 
that city so i moved to Los angeles 
— without a job� i knew annette 
bening from her days at a�C�t� 
and through her became personal 
assistant to her husband, Warren 
beatty� after two years, i was ready 
to get back into theatre and a friend 
suggested me for a job at the geffen 
Playhouse as gil Cates’ assistant and 
the company manager� eventually, 
i focused exclusively on company 
management� 

How has the Geffen Playhouse 
changed since you first started 
working here?
the seasons include so many more 
productions! before 2005, when 
the theater was renovated and 
the audrey skirball Kenis (a�s�K�) 
theater was added, we only had 
shows on the main stage� now we 

have five main stage productions 
and three in the a�s�K� that doesn’t 
include the spotlight entertainment 
series and other special events we 
have throughout the year�

What do you find most challenging 
about your work?
When we have several shows 
in various stages of negotiation, 
juggling all the business can get 
complicated� it’s also challenging to 
coordinate actors’ schedules� many 
who work in film and television in Los 
angeles would be happy to return to 
the stage at the geffen, but finding 
those actors whose schedules 
permit doing so can be difficult�

What do you find most satisfying?
getting to know actors and directors 
and establishing relationships with 
them is very gratifying� by and large, 
they are lovely people, and some 
have become friends� i try to take 
all that i’ve learned and use it to the 
best of my abilities in establishing 
rapport and supporting all the 
talented artists who work here� 

an interView with  
mary garrett

section 3

personnel profile
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Depending on the time available and members’ interests, guide your group 
to respond to the questions suggested below� encourage everyone to 
participate, while having respect for differing opinions� individuals can share 
their thoughts with a partner or in a small group� then, ask for a volunteer to 
share their group’s answers with the larger group�

•	 overall, how did you feel while watching the play? engaged? 
Provoked? Put off? entertained? bored? excited? What made you 
feel this way?

•	 What was the funniest moment in the production? the most 
surprising? touching? Describe each in detail�

•	 With which character did you identify the most? the least? Why? 
Which did you find the most compelling? Why?

•	 how was the family depicted in the play similar to or different from 
yours?

•	 What did you learn about acting as a profession? has your attitude 
toward acting been altered? if so, how, and why?

•	 What did you appreciate about the performances? share the details�

•	 how did the performers use their voices and behavior to convey 
subtext?

•	 how did the set, props, costumes and lighting contribute to the 
impact of the play?

•	 What was particularly uplifting or enlarging about the play? 

•	 What moments between characters, monologues or behavior 
affirmed what you believe to be true about human nature?

section 4

post-show 
discussion questions
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WAtCh playwright Donald margulies discuss the influence of new 
york theatre on his life and career at tinyurl.com/DmYoutube.

reAD plays by Donald margulies, such as Time Stands Still and the 
Pulitzer Prize-winning Dinner with Friends, which were given world 
premieres at the geffen Playhouse� these and other works are 
available at the Los angeles Public Library�

leArn about the Williamstown theatre festival by visiting their 
website at www.wtfestival.org.

leArn about anton Chekhov at tinyurl.com/Chekhovfacts.  
read his works in Anton Chekhov’s Selected Plays, W�W� norton and 
Company, 2005�

WAtCh blythe Danner (anna in The Country House) portray nina in 
Chekhov’s The Seagull, as performed at the Williamstown theatre 
festival in 1975� the DVD can be purchased at tinyurl.com/seagullDVD.

enhAnCe your understanding of theatre by visiting  
www.broadwayeducators.com. Lessons, which include several on 
subtext, illuminate various aspects of the theatre experience� 

reAD arguments for and against following your passion as you build 
a career at Psychology Today (tinyurl.com/Dreampros) and Fast 
Company (tinyurl.com/DreamCons)�

get tO KnOW the experimental and provocative american russian 
theatre ensemble Laboratory (a�r�t�e�L�) in Los angeles at  
www.arteltheatre.org

section 5

resources
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THE GEFFEN PLAYHOUSE EDUCATION AND OUTREACH PROGRAMS  
ARE MADE POSSIBLE BY THE GENEROUS SUPPORT OF:

alice ghostley foundation

anschultz film group/Walden media

ariel investments

audi of america

brotman foundation of California

Capital group Companies foundation

Cbs Corporation

Celine Dion foundation

City national bank

Comcast | nbC universal

Directors guild of america

Douglas foundation

Dreamworks animation

edgerton foundation

eisenberg-Keefer foundation

fox entertainment group

gang, tyre, ramer & brown, inc�

the David geffen foundation

ge foundation

greater Los angeles  
new Car Dealers association

the adi & Jerry greenberg foundation

guggenheim Partners

hbo

interactive Corp

JP morgan Chase Private bank

JP morgan Chase foundation

Keyes automotive group

L&n andreas foundation

Lear family foundation

Louis Vuitton

Los angeles City Department of Cultural affairs

Los angeles County arts Commission

maurice amado foundation

morris & Libby singer foundation

natural resources Defense Council

neda nobari foundation

moCa foundation

Kenneth t� and eileen L� norris foundation

northern trust

occidental Petroleum

Paramount Pictures

PricewaterhouseCoopers

richenthal foundation

Queen nefertari Productions

safran & associates

shay family foundation

sidley austin foundation

simms/mann family foundation

simon strauss foundation

skirball foundation

soCiaL by samantha sackler + tammy ratner

sondheimer foundation

sony Pictures entertainment

stone family foundation

the Walt Disney Company

transamerica foundation

uCLa Dream fund

union bank foundation

united talent agency

us bank

Wachtell, Lipton, rosen & Katz

Warner bros� entertainment

Wells fargo foundation

Westfield group

William morris endeavor


